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Builder: Larry Eard, Pompano Beach, Florida Plans: spidercarts.com Black Widow Cost: $689.15 1.) Plans and parts of Go-Kart Plans (PDF, .3MB, required by Adobe Reader) Erd and his 7-year-old son, Harrison, used $14.99 plans for a Black Widow go-kart from spidercarts.com. Plans like these,
whether they are free or require fees, often give frame sizes, but leave the steering, axis, throttle and cable connection up to the builder. Browse the websites of parts suppliers to find more tips on materials and methods. You're on your own, but that's the fun part, says Erd. 2.) Frame Use a hacksaw or
chop saw to reduce the metal stock to length. The clamp is steel in the grip and file or grind to cut the edges smooth. Using a MIG welder, tack together the pieces to check out the good fit, and make the final welds to complete the frame. 3.) The steering welded the top steering unit to the top of the
steering post. Weld the lower steering unit to the front of the frame. Screw the steering wheel to the steering shaft and thread the assembly shaft through the upper and lower blocks. The bolt of a pair of spherical rods ends on the steering hand at the bottom of the shaft, using nylock nuts. Weld spindle
braces to the front corners of the frame. Bolt the opposite ends of the tie rods to the braces of the hand and connect the rods at both ends. Thread stubs of each axis bracket into the hubs of the front wheels. Mount the front tires on the rims and bolt drives to the nodes. Erd adjusted the position of the
steering shaft and the communication rods until the steering was properly executed. 4.) The rear aede of Weld bearing hangers on the underside of the frame is 10-inch hind legs. Center sprocket, Uni-Hub and brake drum on the axis. Wedge the bearings between a pair of cassette bearings and use the
equipment in the bearing kit to fasten the cassette for both hangers. (Expect to re-adjust parts of the axis.) On the axis ends, mount wheel hubs, fit the rear tires on the rims and bolt drives to the wheel hubs. 5.) Engine Buy accessories along with the engine to ensure compatibility. Weld the mounting plate
to the back of the frame, and bolt the engine to it. Add a clutch to the engine's cranked swath using a set of screws in the clutch hub. Slide the Uni-Hub along the axis to align the sprocket axis with a sprocket clutch. Weld a curved 3/8-inch rod to the frame so that it crosses in front of the brake drum to
anchor the brake band. Tighten a set of screws on Uni-Hub, drum and bearings. Loop the chain around both sprockets. Remove the links to set up the chain so it has 1/2 inch of play. 6.) Cables attach brake and throttle to the pedals of the left and right legs. Bring the cables to the back and attach the
shells to the frame. Pull the cables only to the voltage point. Use wire stops to attach the brake cable to the top end of the brake lane to you could bypass the drum to stop the axis moving. Attach the throttle cable to the throttle of the engine in idle position. Mountain kill switch; Bring the cable to the engine.
Engine start cards on the blocks to check the pedal connection. Erd added a floorboard so that the driver wouldn't kick the ties (or ground). Make the site by stapling vinyl and foam depreciation to plywood. Bolt it, and a seat belt, on the seat of the post and frame. Harrison drives in a helmet, wearing a
seat belt, while Eard watches, and the boy survived to see 14 years old. Part-Supplier Reviews gokartsupply.com of the four advice sites in parts and tips, this was the best. Great charts and tips. Louisiana expert Chet Dowden offers cartbuilding wisdom by phone or email. Motto: We trust in cravings.
bmikarts.com comprehensive but cluttered parts lists, with scant description of the features of the pieces. Erd was satisfied with shopping here. Owner Steve, unavailable by phone, did not respond to an emailed question. go-kart-source.com a great source of diagrams, racing tips and technical
information. Parts are not for sale and the phone number is not listed on the site. An email request for a speak card was never given. gokartparts.com useful over the phone, but email questions get a quick response from Bill (owner) or Bill (technical support). The wide range of details reflects the
experience of the staff in karting. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io This plan is a 26-page PDF file that explains the construction
of a 2-seat cart. It starts by listing all the parts, tools and materials needed to create the basket. Instructions tell you where certain nuts and bolts will be placed, among other things, so this is very detailed. The plan includes every stage of the construction process like building a frame, bumper, floor, seat,
and everything else. The instructions are written next to detailed illustrations to make it easy to understand. Double Go Kart Plan from Kart Fab Hello to all, this Instructable is a collaboration of four electromechanical engineers who are studying at HELHa University in Mons (Belgium). Their task is to work
as a team to explore, design and build electric go-karts to go using engineering principles. Since this is a student project, the frame should be as simple as possible so that students can build a go-kart with minimal tools, and within the allotted time frame. To get started well, we decided to buy a hunting
chassis to limit costs. If you want to develop this project, you need to have minimal knowledge in electronics and programming. You should also be able to weld and abrad. What should you have? Electric Go-kart must have : To motorize karting we had to choose 3 main elements:- Engine - energy
source - controller We chose 3000W engine. The motor is chosen at a low price at a nominal speed of 4600 rpm. for its weight/power ratio, as it does not have a brush. It feeds in three phases. To increase the speed of rotation, the voltage on the phase terminals must change. The frequency should
increase linearly with the increase in batteries. Battery : 3000W engine powered by 60V, for the budget issue we went for lead batteries. We used 5 12V lead batteries in the series, so we had 60V. In fact, autonomy will be lower, as the lead battery discharge curve is not linear. Controller : We have an
oversized controller so it can withstand peak sinks. The chosen controller can control the 4000W engine. To implement the cards, we only need the following cables: As you already know, pi doesn't have any GPIO pins that are analog. The lack of analog pins makes connecting analog sensors a little
more difficult. There are several solutions for the absence of analog contacts, like using a capacitor to measure LDR resistance (Light-dependent resistor). The best solution would be to use the so-called analog digital converter (MCP3008). This chip includes a bit of customization that we'll go into below.
Equipment : MCP3008 or similar 10K PCB resistor (available at .rar): DGND (Pin 9) is a digital earth pin for the chip. CS (Pin 10) is the choice of chip. DIN (Pin 11) - data from the Raspberry Pi itself. DOUT (pin 12) is a data contact code. CLK (Pin 13) is a watch pin. AGND (Pin 14) is an analog land and
obviously connects to the ground. VREF (Pin 15) is an analog reference voltage. You can change that if you want to change the scale. You probably want to keep it the same, so keep it as 3v3. VDD (Pin 16) is a positive pin for the chip. VDD (Pin16) Wire is a 3.3V VREF (Pin 15) wire that's 3.3V AGND
(Pin 14) wire it on the ground CLK (Pin 13) wire is GPIO11 (Pin 23/SCLK) DOUT (Pin 12) wire is GPIO9 (Pin 21/MISO) DIN (Pin 11) Wire is GPIO10 (Pin 19/MOSI) CS (Pin 10) Wire is GPIO8 (Pin 24/CE0) DGND (Pin 9) Wire is GROUNDIf you're still having trouble, double check the chip connection, and
making sure that all contacts are connected correctly. Control signal : The motor is controlled with a voltage from 0 to 5V, depending on the raspberry output signal, the engine can be controlled. The team from 0 to 5V is sent to the raspberries with the accelerator pedal Speed karting is restored by the
sensor effect of the hall, raspberry increments of the counter at each engine revolution, allowing you to have speed.pcb_mcp3008_raspberry.rar1. Include the SPI interface on the Raspberry PiUsing Raspi-config on the command line: From the command line or terminal window, start by launching the
following raspi-configThis commands to launch the raspi-config utility. Options: Highlight the SPI option and activate the select and activate Yes: When asked to reboot the highlight and activate DaMaline PI will reboot and the interface will be enabled. The first thing to do is to undress the go-kart and
decide where we will place the items. After some thought, we decided to put the engine as close as possible to the rear axle. Under the seat. The next step was to do engine support. The big challenge was making support that could move a proxy to be able to stretch the chain. The support was done by
cutting a 6mm thick steel plate. The first step was to make a cardboard sketch of the support. The strength of the bracket was then ensured by placing the engine and applying the weight. The second step was to make a connection. The problem was that the axis provided by the engine manufacturers did
not correspond to what they were looking for. In order to weld the motor pignon to the shaft, it took a diameter of 17 mm shaft. Then we added a bearing and a pinion on the axis. You need to set a level to return some of the torque. In order to raise the bearing to the correct height, we welded metal
profiles together. The next step was the implementation of a system that allows the motor to move axially. At the same time, we welded two steel profiles. Then we cut them to create two rails. All that remains is to install the engine and place the chain. After the build was complete, the last step was to
create connections so as not to create a short circuit. If the tires lose air, the valve should be replaced and the rim cleared. The hardest part was the mechanical part. It was necessary to make a support for the engine, which could move radially, to be able to tension the chain. This required welding. In
addition, changes have been made to the chassis design in order to place the engine to the rear shaft as far as possible. The button is used to reverse the vehicle. By sending a pulse, you can change the direction of the engine. Changed. &lt;/Select&gt; honda minimoto go kart body parts
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